
Explore the Majestic Trails of Big Sur: 99
Unforgettable Day Hikes

Experience the Wonder of Big Sur

Prepare yourself for an extraordinary hiking adventure as you embark on
the trails of Big Sur, a breathtaking region renowned for its rugged
coastline, ancient redwoods, and cascading waterfalls. With 'Day Hikes
Around Big Sur: 99 Great Hikes,' you have the ultimate guide to explore the
wonders of this iconic destination.

99 Unforgettable Trails
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This comprehensive guidebook presents a curated collection of 99 day
hikes, each offering a unique and unforgettable experience. From easy
strolls along the oceanfront to challenging ascents through towering
redwoods, there's a hike for every level and interest.
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Detailed Trail Descriptions

Each hike is meticulously described with detailed trail maps, elevation
profiles, and waypoint information. You'll find everything you need to plan
your adventure with confidence, including:

Trail length and elevation gain

Estimated hiking time

Trail surface and difficulty level

Stunning photographs and panoramic views

Natural and cultural points of interest

Expert Advice and Tips
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Written by experienced hikers and outdoor enthusiasts, 'Day Hikes Around
Big Sur' provides valuable advice and tips on:

Choosing the right hike for your fitness level

Preparing for a safe and enjoyable day on the trail

Wildlife safety and trail etiquette

Packing essentials and gear recommendations

Trail closures and seasonal considerations

Escape into Nature's Embrace

Let 'Day Hikes Around Big Sur' be your guide as you explore the
breathtaking beauty of this natural paradise. Whether you're a seasoned
hiker or a nature enthusiast seeking an unforgettable adventure, this book
is your passport to an extraordinary outdoor experience.

$19.99

Buy Now
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Short, Skinny Mark Tatulli: The Ultimate Guide
to a Leaner, Healthier You
Are you tired of being overweight and unhealthy? Do you want to lose
weight and keep it off for good? If so, then Short, Skinny Mark Tatulli is
the book for...

Embark on an Unforgettable Cycling
Adventure: The Classic Dover Calais Route and
the Enchanting Avenue Verte
Explore the Timeless Charm of England and France by Bike Prepare to
be captivated as you embark on an extraordinary cycling journey along
the...
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